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Address SEVASA 
Sdad Española Vidrios Artisticos SA 
Ronda Shimizu, 16 
P.I. Can Torrella 
08233 Vacarisses / Barcelona

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturer of acid-etched and engraved Flat Glass, from standard size and up to world's biggest acid-etched glass 7250 x 3210 mm. Trade Names:
LuxRaff Antiscratch, LuxFine Antiscratch, CriSamar STEP, Graduel, SatenLux, SatenGlas, Lux-X, LuxMat, CriSamar, CriSamar DESIGN, SatenDecor,
LuxMat Laquée, HapticGlas.

Fine quality acid etched and engraved glass for technical applications:

LuxRaff Antiscratch (up to XXL 7250mm), and LuxFine Antiscratch: ultra-resistant to scratches and stains and non slipping certified satined glass.
Ideal for kitchen tops, heavy-use countertops, floors, stairs.

CriSamar STEP, certified non slip glass for floors and stairs, even certified for outdoor ramps. Antislip properties and level also internationally certified.

Graduel glass: satined glass with gradual opacity.

Other brands: Graduel, CriSamar, CriSamar DESIGN, SatenDecor, SatenGlas (up to XXL 7250), SatenLux, LuxMat collections offer a wide range of
designs (from classical to trendy) and technical specifications to choose from, easily recognized for the resultant translucency and brilliance.

Available in different sizes from 180x321 cms, “jumbo” star: 600x321 cms and up to XXL 725x321cm. Thickness ranges from 3 mm to 19 mm and from
extra-clear water white to different colours.

Design solutions for ornamental and architectural applications, assuring homogeneous quality finish for luminous interior and resistant exterior aswell.

Company Profile of SEVASA

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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